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Abstract—Blockchains interoperability is one of the hardest
problems to be solved in the nowadays blockchain ecosystem
that contains thousands of different blockchains. This paper
focuses on swapping assets from a blockchain to another
without a trusted third party. One recent scheme for atomically
swapping assets, Atomic Cross Chain Swap (ACCS), has been
formally analyzed in [2]. This paper proposes an implementa-
tion of an ACCS between the two most valued crypto-currencies
today: Bitcoin and Ether.
Index Terms—Atomic transactions, Atomic Cross Chain
Swaps, Bitcoin, Ethereum.
I. Motivation
Let’s say Alice owns some Bitcoins and Bob some
Ethers. If they want to exchange their assets, and that
they do not trust each other, the current solution in
production will require them to trust a third party (an
exchange platform) that will handle the swap.
The scenario of the swap would be as follows: Alice
would have to send her Bitcoins from her wallet to an
address provided by the exchange, and Bob would have
to do the same with his Ethers (1). Then each of them
would have to make an order (2), wait for the platform to
make both orders match (3) and let the platform handle
the swap (4). Finally both of them would have to withdraw
their respective assets to their blockchain wallets (5).
Centralized exchange platforms as described above do
not publish the transaction between Alice and Bob to the
blockchain. Instead, they maintain a private ledger listing
the assets that have been deposited by their clients, but
everything (including transaction) is made off-chain.
As stated in the white paper of the Bitcoin protocol [3]
the main benefits of a decentralized system are lost if a
trusted third party is required. Indeed this raises several
flaws in the system:
• Security - From stage (2) to stage (4) all crypto assets
are stored inside the exchange platform’s blockchain
wallets. At the time of writing, the richest Bitcoin
address owned by an exchange platform, holds the
equivalent of 1.5 billion USD inside a single wallet
[1]. This makes it an attractive target for a malicious
attacker and therefore it is a major single point of
failure.
• Governance - Centralized exchange platforms are
sitting on a huge amount of crypto assets. By moving,
buying or selling those huge mass of assets, they have
the capacity to influence the markets at the expense
of the people (Whale effect).
Therefore we need to find a protocol that would allow
Bob and Alice to swap their assets without having to trust
each other or any third party. A proposed solution for
this problem are Atomic Cross Chain Swaps. It has been
a discussed topic in the blockchain ecosystem as early as
2013 [5] but the first formal analysis [2] defines an ACCS as
a protocol that guarantees the atomicity of an exchange. It
must guarantee that no party conforming to the protocol
will lose its coins(1) and that by no means a malicious
party can retrieve both coins(2).
In order to comply to those properties a protocol has
been proposed under the name of Atomic Cross Chain
Swap. It is assumed that assets on the blockchain can be
automatically stored, locked and transferred by scripts or
so-called smart contracts. The described protocol relies on
hashed time locked contract [4]. Those contracts allow a
party A to lock some assets (or coins) on a blockchain
such that they can be unlocked in two manners: by party
A after a period of time ∆ or by party B right away but
only if party B is able to provide a secret s. By setting
two similar contracts on two different blockchains, A and
B can safely exchange their coins without having to trust
each other or any other third party.
A hashed time locked contract (or just HTLC) can
be defined by parameters h,A,B, v, t. Parameter h is
the computed image of a secret h = H(s), H being a
cryptographic hash function. Parameter A represents the
blockchain address of the swap initiator and B the one of
the recipient (or participant). Parameter v is the amount
of coins transferred and t is the period of time during
which the assets cannot be unlocked by A. The scenario
of an Atomic Cross Chain Swap between two parties,
Alice and Bob, exchanging one Ether for one Bitcoin is as
follows:
• (1)Alice creates a secret s and computes its image
h = H(s). Then, Alice locks her Bitcoins on a hashed
time-lock contract with parameters h, Alice’s Bitcoin
address, Bob’s Bitcoin address, v = 1, t = 2∆.
• (2)Bob looks up Alice’s contract and checks that the
correct recipient, amount and time-lock have been set.
• (3)Bob creates a similar HTLC on the Ethereum
blockchain with parameters h, Bob’s Ethereum ad-
dress, Alice’s Ethereum address, v = 1, t = ∆.
• (4)Alice unlocks the ether that has been locked by
Bob. Doing so, she reveals to Bob the secret s that
he did not know.
• (5)With the secret Bob just unveils, he can now
withdraw the Bitcoin that has been locked by Alice.
The time-lock value matters. That is, the time-lock of
the party that has generated the secret s (or the initiator)
has to be higher than the other one (or the participant).
Indeed if the ∆ has been set for the contracts to elapse at
the same time, then Alice could wait for the time to elapse,
withdraw the Ethers when t→ ∆ and then withdraw the
Bitcoins at t > ∆.
If the parameters have been correctly set, at no stage of
this scenario any malicious party is able to withdraw both
coins. If any party halts at any stage of the protocol, the
secret s will not be revealed and eventually all contracts
will time out and both parties will be able to withdraw
their coins.
The motivation of our work is to prove the feasibility of
implementing the ACCS protocol between Ethereum and
Bitcoin.
II. Model
This protocol has been described with the assumption
that blockchains are temper proof and public ledgers of
transactions. It is also assumed that scripts or smart
contracts can be set up to trigger transfers if and only
if some conditions have been met. In the following section
we review how accurate those assumptions are in a real
world implementation.
A. Ethereum and Solidity
Ethereum operates using accounts and balances in
a manner called state transitions. We can assimilate
Ethereum as a worldwide replicated state machine.
In order to transfer some Ethers one has to create
and sign a transaction message and broadcast it to the
network. Such message consist of the following parameters
: nonce, gas price, gas limit, toAddress, value [9]. Then
the message has to be signed and finally broadcast to the
network.
Solidity is a high level smart contract programming
language. It allows one to create smart contracts with high
level programming abstractions such as structures and
complex objects. Solidity code is compiled into bytecode,
published on the Ethereum blockchain and then executed
by the Ethereum Virtual Machine or EVM [6].
B. Bitcoin and SCRIPT
Unlike Ethereum, Bitcoin is based on a list of Unspent
Transaction Output or UTXO [7].
In order to transfer some Bitcoins one has, like in
Ethereum, to create a transaction message, sign it and
broadcasts it to the network. But unlike Ethereum, instead
of only providing the sender’s address, one has to provide
a list of UTXO’s. In UTXO based blockchains, the
ownership of a coin boils down to the capacity to spend
the said UTXO.
In order to build an UTXO Bitcoin is fitted with a
scripting language named Bitcoin SCRIPT [8]: a list of
instruction that defines how the UTXO can be spent.
III. ACCS implementation
When implementing ACCS, it is not necessary to
implement it as a pair. Indeed, if one is able to implement
the logic of an HTLC on a particular blockchain, then
an ACCS can be executed with any other assets that can
execute the same logic.
In a two party ACCS, there is an initiator and a
participant. The initiator is the one that generates the
secret s and computes its h = H(s). The participant is the
one that setups an HTLC with parameter h but without
knowing the secret s.
A swap can be in five different states depending on the
stage of the protocol:
• Invalid: nothing has happened yet.
• Initiated: the initiator has created the swap and
locked some funds. But the swap has no participant
yet.
• Open: the swap has been created, some funds are
locked in and the participant has been set.
• Closed: the participant has unlocked the funds and
transferred them to his address. The secret s has been
reveled, the exchange has taken place.
• Expired: one of the party halted during the protocol
so the contract eventually timed out and the initiator
can withdraw its funds.
A. Ethereum Implementation
We made use of the high level programming abstractions
to implement an HTLC in Solidity. We created a structure
meant to keep in memory the parameters of a swap:
Then we created a list of states and the functions that
handle the state transitions. Full code available here [10].
This is how the state transition between INVALID and
OPEN is done:
As you can see, we create a new swap object and store
it inside an array. Then in order to trigger state changes,
checks will be made on the said stored swap. For example,
to go from OPEN to CLOSED we must verify that the
participant has in fact provided the good secret s. To
do so, solidity provides a programming assumption called
modifiers:
Similar functions are used to check the validity of a
state transition request. Refer to full code [10].
The smart contract is deployed on the blockchain and
function calls are public. We will generate the transaction
thanks to an online client and then sign it with our
wallet. Finally a RPC (remote protocol call) provider will
broadcast the transactions to the network.
B. Bitcoin Implementation
As explained earlier Bitcoin is not fitted with high level
programming language but instead with a stack-based
scripting language. Thus is not possible to save inside
a complex object the parameters of the swap. Here is
how the state transition between INVALID to OPEN is
handled:
It is a simple if-else statement representing the two
manners in which an HTLC can be unlocked. See full code
here [10]. As explained earlier, we cannot provide a single
signature for a Bitcoin transaction to pass. We first have
to gather some spendable UTXO. This is done thanks to
an API. Then we create and sign the transaction. Finally,
we broadcast it to the network using a Bitcoin client. Once
this HTLC has been set up and published to the chain,
the other party has to generate a transaction in order to
spend the coins. The spender provides his signature and
the secret s. If both are matching the HTLC UTXO, a
brand new UTXO will be created on the bitcoin blockchain
and will be spendable by the spender. This is how the
spend transaction is built:
C. Tests
For Ethereum, there are javascript testing libraries
available. We made use of them perform both unit and
functional tests:
As Bitcoin has no virtual machine, unit and functional
testing has to be done manually. A performance analysis
is still to be performed.
IV. Discussions and Future work
Our implementation of an ACCS between Bitcoin and
Ehereum, [10], assumes a pseudo finality in the block pro-
duction. We indeed consider that∆ is very small compared
to the time a transaction takes to be confirmed, resolving
therefore all asynchrony related problems. However, our
system is still vulnerable to DOS attacks or client crash or
Byzantine failure. Moreover, even if we could ensure the
atomicity of a swap, there would still be incentives for a
Byzantine node to not respect the protocol. For example,
we know that crypto-currencies are subject to very high
volatility. Then an attacker could be interested on having
a victim coin locked until the exchange rate changes.
Moreover we have not yet performed performance anal-
ysis of our implementation of an ACCS.
Our future work will be focused on studying the reliabil-
ity and security of atomic swaps. To do so we will simulate
both blockchains and see how our implementation resist
to network overload or DDOS attacks. We would like to
estimate the correct parameter ∆ for each blockchain to
assume a probabilistic finality and therefore reliability.
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